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The new 
brand 
identity



Mosaico+ becomes M+, an 
immediate name for an inclusive 
container, which expresses the 
intention to open up to the market 
of design surfaces, overcoming 
the mere production of mosaics.

It is written M+
and it’s pronounced "emme più"

What’s our 
name

1.



mosaicopiu.it

name: M+
user name: @mplusdesign.it

name: M+
user name: @mplusdesign_it

name: M+
user name: @mplusdesign.it

name: M+
user name: @mplusdesign•it

mplusdesign.it 

info@mplusdesign.it

name: M+
user name: @mplusdesign•it

The digital 
channels

2.

https://www.instagram.com/mplusdesign.it/
https://www.facebook.com/mplusdesign.it
https://www.pinterest.it/mplusdesignit/_created/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mplusdesign%E2%80%A2it/
https://www.mplusdesign.it/en
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKvf3P-Y_OPouT64UNK7QKA


M+ Surfaces

It's the division of tradition, which 
collects the brand's historical 
collections.

M+ Mosaics

It's the division of experimentation.
It gathers all collections where the 
idea of mosaic evolves into 
unconventional directions, taking the 
concept of traditional mosaic and 
creating a seamless and unending 
surface.The two 

divisions

 3.



IDEAL RETAILER

AVERAGE RETAILER

SHOWROOM EMPLOYEE

CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
CONTRACTOR
LARGE CONSTRUCTION SITES

INTERIOR DESIGNER ARCHITECT

Our target: 
identifying our 
most relevant 
contact people

4.



How did they get to us? 
Through Cersaie and our salespeople

Ideal 
retailers

Why do they choose / buy our products? 
Exclusivity 
Design 
Innovation 
Refinement

How do they keep up to date on M+?
Events
Social networks 
Magazines
Website
Newsletter 
Influencers / designers 
Merchandising 
Catalogs
M+ salespeople visits

Notes: 
ask for project 
references



How did they get to us? 
Through events and our salespeople

Average 
retailers

Why do they choose / buy our products? 
To complete the product range 
We are a referenced brand Design
Strong relationship between the 
retailer and our salespeople

How do they keep up to date on M+?
Events
Social networks 
Magazines
Website
Newsletter 
Merchandising 
Catalogs
M+ salespeople visits

Notes: 
salespeople must 
evaluate the sales 
potential of each 
retailer



How did they get to us?
They work in a showroom

Showroom 
employees

Why do they choose / buy our products?
They choose to promote our products if:

they are well trained (and have 
interesting topics to spend with 
customers) by salespeople 
have benefits
they can show off thanks to our brand

How do they keep up to date on M+?
Through constant training by 
our salespeople

Notes:
periodically, our 
salespeople must 
organize training 
courses and update 
meetings; by then, the 
showroom must be set 
up with our 
merchandising 
displays and be 
stocked with 
presentation material 
(e.g. catalogs)



How did they get to us? 
Through practices

Construction companies 
Contractors
Large construction sites

Why do they choose /buy 
our products?

They don't choose us, 
they find us in the 
specification documents

How do they keep up to 
date on M+?

Through M+ salespeople
and customer service

Notes:
the only touch 
points are a 
direct contact 
with salespeople, 
customer service 
and technical 
support office.



How did they get to us?
Through events and our salespeople

Interior designers
Architects

Why do they choose / buy our products?
Research 
Innovation 
Communication 
Design
Benefits (M+ates) Notes:

ask for project 
references and 
suggest subscribing 
to M+ates 
programme

How do they keep up to date on M+?
Events
Social networks 
Magazines
Website
Newsletter
Influencers/designers 
Google research
Adv
Merchandising / Catalogs 
M+ salespeople visits



What’s 
new on the 
website

M+ Surfaces & M+ Mosaics 
Bonds
professional area
overview area (not on the menu)

5.



M+ Surfaces division aims to investigate 
contemporary surfaces in an empirical 
and adventurous way.

Innovative collections are born
from experimenting new
solutions and materials - among 
which the full- body porcelain 
stoneware.
What guides us is the ambition to seek 
new paths and the refusal to settle.

We work with passion through research, 
moving away from our comfort zone 
and letting design and intuition guide us 
towards what is not given.

M+ Surfaces



The M+ Mosaics division 
collects all the original 
history of the brand: 
glass mosaics with 
different finishes, 
patterns and chromatic 
variations.

Collections

Traditional materials 
are entrusted annually 
to various designers for 
a reworking activity.

They are called upon to 
rework the original 
glass materials and 
create new patterns.

Reworked

M+ offers a service of 
product customization 
both as an adaptation 
of its ranges a creation 
of customised materials 
for architectural and 
interior design projects.

Custom

M+ Mosaics



Bonds

M+, in its Surfaces and 
Mosaics divisions, offers a 
range of products that can 
easily communicate.

BONDS is the collection of 
these combinations of 
surfaces.



Professionals area

Catalogs

Sustainability

DatasheetsM+ates
Support program for architects and 
design studios. Free subscription.

Benefits:
Temporary offers
Technical support to projects 
Hi- res / low- res minimals New 
collections preview

Area 
managers

listed by 
areas of 
competence

Our 
commitments

Finally a 
single 
container 
for all the 
information 
dedicated to 
professionals

Press
Press kit of the collections:

press releases
hi- res images of collections photo sets



Overview area
This section is not visible in 
the website menu and can 
only be reached via the 
following link 
https://
www.mplusdesign .it/en/
overview/

It's specifically designed 
for salespeople who want 
to present the company in 
a fast but effective way.

It only displays the most 
relevant contents and key 
images. Each image can be 
enlarged for more detailes.

Click on the logo on top to 
return to the corporate 
website.

https://www.mplusdesign.it/en/overview/
https://www.mplusdesign.it/en/overview/


We want to inspire those 
who dare to imagine 
uncommon spaces.

We bring people closer to 
design by developing 
high range products with 
accessible cost.

Not fast fashion but 
durable products, 
contemporary classics.

We use a visual language 
without artifacts that 
evokes suggestions, 
iconizing the surfaces.

We work with respect of 
the professions and skills: 
designer, architects, 
graphic designers, 
photographers and 
marketing work in a 
collective way.

why

how

what

Golden Circle Theory by Simon Sinek
People don’t buy what you do, or how you do it,
but why you do it. Every company should acquire full 
awareness of their own "Why" to better communicate 
it, emerge from the mass of competitors and establish 
itself as an industry leader.

M+ essentials

what we do how we do it why we do it

6.
We design contemporary 
surfaces that do not 
replicate other materials
and that give maximum 
dignity to the material 
they are made of.



Thank you.




